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But that last one is the most important lesson, I believe ... eliminate a problem or frustration in their jobs. Some of the best brands out there understand this and build on it. The B2B business ...

How B2B Companies Can Excel in Our New Economy
PR has a mixed reputation, particularly in B2B marketing. Marketing departments tend to see PR as a standard part of the marketing mix. But outside the department, particularly among sales leads, it ...

Pandemic Lessons for B2B Marketing Leaders: PR Still Matters, Especially for Sales
From staying in hotels to taking walks around new cities, there’s a lot we can learn from the physical world that can apply to digital UX.

UX Design Lessons I Learned From a Week on the Road
B2B Trusted Brands Report by Sagefrog is an annual report revealing and discussing the most trusted B2B brands of the year 2020 was a challenging year but it uncovered important values like putting in ...

Sagefrog Marketing Group Releases Annual B2B Trusted Brands Report
It was a milestone moment for the Atlanta-based B2B company, which has been a circularity ... “So, it’s a little hidden.” There’s a lesson there for all of us to honestly interrogate ...

Purpose At Work: Lessons From Interface On How To Lead With Purpose
Many companies are placing a renewed emphasis on marketing and advertising to optimize their competitive positioning as customer spending rebounds.

Five B2B Marketing Tactics To Fuel SMB Growth Post-Pandemic
Kelsey Specter, Founder of Wild Side Design Co., is on a mission to craft immersive brand experiences that connect and captivate storytellers and audiences. Learning design on her own, Kelsey was able ...

The Art of Storytelling: How Kelsey Specter is Connecting Brands to People
Research shows that 1 out of 2 downloaded apps were uninstalled within a month in 2020. In 2021, the average retention rate was ...

3 Design Tips to Increase App Stickiness, According to App Design Experts [DesignRush QuickSights]
OEMs are arriving at an industry inflection point, as connected vehicles become mobile hardware and software platforms – driven by increasing edge-computing and communications capabilities – and each ...

Lessons from Intel’s Strategic Vision: How OEMs Can Embrace an Integrated Connectivity Ecosystem Model to Win the Connected Mobility Future
The troubles of 2020 seemed to make brands aware of shared challenges beyond ... our Latinx jurors in order to be fairly assessed. 8. B2B Marketing can be more than client testimonials and lead ...

10 Lessons From Judging Cannes 2021 Creative Strategy Category
Young startups need to be great at design, not just for their products, but for their brands. The pandemic made that all harder — but lessons are being learned. We caught up with Scott Tong ...

The pandemic showed why product and brand design need to sit together
New York City’s new floating park is a showstopper. But what space-strapped residents actually need are spaces that serve as communal backyards.

The Lesson of Little Island: Less Is More
Having learnt lessons from the pandemic on the need to mitigate geographical concentration and seasonality risks, the company is now focussing to grow its exports, and is also planning to participate ...

Blue Star hopeful of improving business from Q2
Air conditioning and commercial refrigeration major Blue Star Ltd is hopeful of business to improve from the second quarter of 2021-22 after being hit hard by the second wave of COVID-19, coupled with ...

AC major Blue Star hopeful of improving business from second quarter
And NuOrder has taken the design concept into action. It connects roughly 3,000 brands to half a million retailers doing about $1.5 billion in B2B transactions a month in transactions between parties.

B2B Fashion Marketplace Adds Payments To Meet Industry Changes
DesignRush, a B2B marketplace connecting brands with agencies, leveraged its 9,000-agencies-strong network for quick insights – or "QuickSights" – on the best web design tools in 2021. These are the ...

Top-Rated Designers Reveal Their Favorite Web Design Tools in 2021 [DesignRush QuickSights]
PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- 68% of users now have higher expectations of brands' digital capabilities, including websites. Partnering with the right web design and development experts is, ...

The Best Web Design & Development Agencies in Q2 2021, According to DesignRush
In addition to working with a broad range of creatives and brands across the world, Yellowpop also specializes in customized B2B applications ... places cutting-edge design, technology, and ...

Home Design Brand Yellowpop Raises $4 Million In Funding
Lessons from an SAP ... Right or not, few brands have solved it. With a customer like Bendix, SAP can make the case that their back-end connectivity is critical to the so-called customer experience.

ASUGForward 2021 - SAP's CX re-invention comes into focus
Not only did it build stronger relationships with customers, it created true advocates for the brand. Allison Kavanaugh, former VP of marketing at EHR provider Azalea Health and a seasoned B2B ...
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